
GOVERNMENT COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, JALGAON 
FORMAT FOR FEEDBACK FROM STUDENTS 

THEORY COURSE (for Semester I/II of Academic year 201     -201   ) 
Date:  Class: 
Your Percentage in the 

last year/sem. 
above 75% Between 60% and 70 

% 
Between            

50% and 59% 
Below 50% 

Tick appropriate box         
Sr.No. Name of the theory course Name of Teacher 

TC-1     

TC-2     

TC-3     

TC-4     

TC-5     

TC-6     

TC-7     
Your responses below are for the purpose of evaluation 

5 - Mostly 4 -Quite often 3-At times 1-Hardly 0- Never 

Please respond to items below by writing 5/4/3/1/0 TC-1 TC-2 TC-3 TC-4 TC-5 TC-6 TC-7 
Please write name of the teacher( Initials only)               
1) Whether the teacher is well prepared and delivers lectures in well 
prepared manner?               
2) Was the back board writing clear and organised?               
3) Whether the voice is clear and audible?               
4) Whether any audio visual aids like LCD,OHP               
5) Whether the teacher is enthusiastic about teaching the subject?               
6) Did the teacher use proper gestures and body language during 
lectures?               
7) Whether the teacher reaches classroom i time and leave in time?               
8) Does the teacher follow the timetable exactly?               
9) Whether the syllabus is completed up to your expectations?               
10) Did the teacher take effort to complete the syllabus? 

              
11) Was the teacher able to deliver lecture with good communication 
skill and teacher in English language? 

              
12) Did the teacher use proper pronunciation and have good clarity of 
speech?  

              
13) Whether you are encouraged to ask questions to make lecture 
interactive and live?               
14) Did the course improve your understanding of principle in the 
subject field and motivate you think and learn? 

              
15) Did you understand the concepts taught by the teacher? 

              
16) Whether the teacher was effective in preparing student for 
university exams?                 
17) Whether the teacher was effective in preparing student for 
university exams?   
18) Did the teacher give additional technical knowledge, not available 
from text books related to subject? 

              
19) Did the teacher use proper combination of discussion of 
theory/numerical and dictation of notes wherever necessary? 

              
20) Whether the teacher was accessible to the students for counselling, 
guidance and solving queries after classroom hour?               
Total Score (Max.100) 

              
What is your overall impression about the teacher?                  ( Write 
your choice) O/E/V/G/S/N in appropriate box                                                                                    
O- outstanding           E-Excellent         V - Very Good                                
G -  Good              s - satisfactory         N- Not Satisfactory               

 
 
 
 



 

GOVERNMENT COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, JALGAON 
FORMAT FOR FEEDBACK FROM STUDENTS 

RRACTICAL COURSE (for Semester I/II of Academic year 201     -201   ) 
Date:  Class: 
Your Percentage in the last year/sem. above 

75% 
Between 60% 

and 70 % 
Between            

50% and 59% 
Below 50% 

Tick appropriate box         
Sr.No. Name of the Practical course Name of Teacher 

PR-1     

PR-2     

PR-3     

PR-4     

PR-5     

PR-6     

PR-7     
Your responses below are for the purpose of evaluation 

5 - Mostly 4 -Quite often 3-At times 1  -  Hardly 0- Never 

Please respond to items below by writing 5/4/3/1/0 PR-1 PR-2 PR-3 PR-4 PR-5 PR-6 PR-7 

Please write name of the teacher( Initials only)               
1) Whether the experimental set up was well prepared and in 
good working condition?               
2) Was the practical’s conducted with emphasize on 
fundamental concepts and with illustrative examples?               
3) Was the teacher enthusiastic about teaching?               
4) Did the teacher explain relevance of the practical with 
theory?               
5) Was the teacher able to conduct practical with good 
communication skill?               
6) Were you encouraged to ask questions to make the teaching 
interaction and lively?               
7) Did the courses improve your understanding of concepts, 
principles in the field and motivate you to think learn?               
8) Whether the teacher was effective in preparing students for 
exams?               
9) Did the teacher give additional technical/non technical inputs 
by referring to internet/ additional books?               
10) Did the teacher explain the experimental procedure, analysis 
and conclusions properly?               
11) Was the lab Manual/write up mode available?               
12) Was the lab. Manual/write up self explanatory/ useful for 
performing the practical?               
13) Did the teacher have good control over students and the 
laboratory staff?               
14) Did the teacher use continuous assessment?               
15) Did the teacher have command over the subject?  Total 
Score (Max 75)               
Converted to percentage (%)               
What is your overall impression about the teacher?                      
( Write your choice) O/E/V/G/S/N in appropriate box                                                                          
O- outstanding           E-Excellent         V - Very Good                              
G -  Good              s - satisfactory         N- Not Satisfactory               


